


A relaxed blend of warm textures and sophisticated style, our Highlands Collection uniquely transitions to any 
décor.  If you find yourself inspired to create a sleek urban loft, ski chalet for your teenager, a rustic beach or lake 
hangout for your tween or simply a warm and inviting room for your toddler, Highlands is the perfect solution. 
Highlands’ ability to adapt to any environment is a testament to its simple styling and beautiful finish.

Manufactured from SOLID Pine, the Highlands collection is available in the perfectly understated Driftwood finish. 
Our unique DURA-BrushTM finishing process further enhances the natural beauty of the Driftwood finish and results 
in a piece of furniture poised to transition through the years with your child.  We hope you will take the time to 
look at all the pictures in the Highlands Catalog and be inspired by how diverse this collection truly is.

NE Kids
Established in January of 1979, NE Kids (originally known as New Energy Bedrooms Inc.) has truly stood the test of time. This family owned business, 
based in Christiansburg Virginia, credits its success to delivering innovative products and supporting those products with exceptional customer 
service. A mantra that has stuck with us through the evolution of our company is “If we do not take care of our customer someone else will.” 

For the past 6 years, NE Kids has been focused on designing comprehensive furniture collections for kids that create a fun environment, challenge 
the imagination and enhance creativity. NE Kids takes a lifestyle approach to youth furniture. Our products comprise a full array of children’s home 
furnishings. From desks, chairs, and bookshelves to beds, bunks, captain beds and loft systems; we are confident that we have a solution to fit your 
needs.

At NE Kids we design big. We know that not every room is the same size and not every child or mother has the same vision. Our collections are 
extensive offering multiple sleep, study, storage, and finish options. 

As always, NE Kids puts safety first. All of our products are designed to meet the highest voluntary and mandatory standards set forth by the 
American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM) and Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSC).

It is one thing to offer youth products, but another to assure timely delivery. NE Kids takes great pride in our ability to ship on time. We have spent 
the last 30 years developing an infrastructure to assure that all of our products are available on a quick-ship basis. 

We invite you to join the NE Kids family. We look forward to having you and your family as a satisfied customer for generations to come. 

The name HIgHLANDS truly inspires the imagination. Some think of the serene 

and natural beauty of lush green rolling hills; others dream of kilts, caber toss and 

a hardworking life; while others think of growing cities in New Jersey, Denver 

and California. One look at The Highlands Collection by NE Kids and you will be 

inspired by where your imagination takes you.
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DURA-BrushTM Enhanced Driftwood Finish
Over time, a wooden surface left outdoors will naturally be stripped of 
its weakest elements by wind, rain, and the strength of Mother Nature, 
leaving behind a stronger, more durable surface. When subjected to this 
natural abuse, over time the wood will also develop a beautiful rustic 
patina. The 9 step DURA-BrushTM finishing process replicates this natural 
process, resulting in a finish that can stand up to even the harshest 
environments, making it perfectly suited for kids furniture.

DRIFTWOOD FINISH
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CASES & ACCESSORIES

Highlands Hardware:  
Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed 
bronze drawer pulls with a matte finish.
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10015 BAILEY FULL

Storage Unit 10090
  75.5”l x 15.25”w x 10.75”h

trUndle 10560
  75.38”l x 40.38”w x 10.25”h

Bed Features

Hand crafted using SOLID wood this bed is available 
in the driftwood finish and enhanced by the DURA-
BrushTM finishing process.

low prof ile footboard: Creates a welcoming, more 
open feel in the room. It is a comfortable place to 
sit and makes getting in and out of bed easier for a 
young child.

internal bracket and bolt system: This unique system 
provides a strong connection where the bed rails 
attach to both the headboard and the footboard 
without exposing unsightly bolt heads.

Slat roll foundation: A slat foundation makes this bed 
mattress ready by taking the place of a conventional 
foundation and providing a lifetime of dependable 
support for all mattresses and mattress systems.

 advanced center support system: A center support 
system is provided with all full size beds. This system 
is uniquely designed to support a full size mattress. 
The center supports can also be used with the 
Highlands Trundle (Trundle sold separately).

10010 BaileY tWin Bed
80.25”l x 42.25”w x 48”h

10015 BaileY FUll Bed
80.25”l x 57.5”w x 48”h

HB: 48” - FB: 18.25”

Bed Accessories

Bailey Bed
The understated elegance of the Bailey 
Upholstered Bed combines simple curves 
and a soft upholstered panel with rustic 
wood framing creating the ultimate cozy 
retreat for an all American girl.

www.ne-kids.com 5
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Bed Features

Bed Accessories

10020 aleX tWin Bed
80”l x 42”w x 48”h

10025 aleX FUll Bed
80”l x 57.25”w x 48”h

HB: 48”  -  FB: 18.25”

Storage Unit 10090
  75.5”l x 15.25”w x 10.75”h

trUndle 10560
  75.38”l x 40.38”w x 10.25”h

Hand crafted using SOLID wood this bed is available 
in the driftwood finish and enhanced by the DURA-
BrushTM finishing process.

low prof ile footboard: Creates a welcoming, more 
open feel in the room. It is a comfortable place to 
sit and makes getting in and out of bed easier for a 
young child.

internal bracket and bolt system: This unique system 
provides a strong connection where the bed rails 
attach to both the headboard and the footboard 
without exposing unsightly bolt heads.

Slat roll foundation: A slat foundation makes this bed 
mattress ready by taking the place of a conventional 
foundation and providing a lifetime of dependable 
support for all mattresses and mattress systems.

 advanced center support system: A center support system 
is provided with all full size beds. This system is uniquely 
designed to support a full size mattress. The center 
supports can also be used with the Highlands Trundle 
(Trundle sold separately).

10025 ALEX FULL

Alex Bed
The straight lines and horizontal 
tongue and groove planking make the 
Alex Bed perfectly suited for the ever-
changing tastes of American youth.

www.ne-kids.com 7
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10050 HARPER TWIN BED

10051 HARPER TWIN/TWIN BUNK

Hand crafted using SOLID wood this 
bed is available in the driftwood finish 
and enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM 
finishing process.

Slat roll foundation: A slat foundation 
makes this bed mattress ready by taking 
the place of a conventional foundation 
and providing a lifetime of dependable 
support for all mattresses and mattress 
systems.

Converts to bunk: Two twin beds can 
be easily converted into a bunk.
(See pages 10 & 11)
 
 Heavy-duty metal bolt-through side rail 
connection system for extra strength.

Bed Features

Storage Unit 10090
  75.5”l x 15.25”w x 10.75”h

trUndle 10560
  75.38”l x 40.38”w x 10.25”h

10050 HarPer tWin Bed
83”l x 42.25”w x 39.75”h

Bed Accessories

HB: 39.75”  -  FB: 29.125”

With its craftsman styling and 
substantial 3” square posts, the 
Harper Bed offers a unique blend 
of strength and style. A robust cap 
board perched atop wide plank 
spindles and two robust bed posts, 
the Harper Bed offers the option of 
stacking two twin beds to form the 
Harper Bunk. The style, strength 
and design guarantee this bed or 
bunk will be in your home for years.

Harper Bed

www.ne-kids.com 9
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10051 HARPER TWIN/TWIN BUNK

Hand crafted using SOLID wood this bed 
is available in the driftwood finish and 
enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM finishing 
process. 

 Converts to twin/full bunk: Easily converts 
to a twin over full bunk with the purchase 
of a conversion kit.

 Converts to two twin beds: The bunk can be 
easily separated into two twin beds. (See 
Pages 8 & 9) 

 Heavy-duty metal bolt-through side rail 
connection system for extra strength.

 Slat roll foundation:  A slat foundation makes 
this bunk mattress ready by taking the 
place of a conventional foundation and 
providing a lifetime of dependable support 
for all mattresses and mattress systems. The 
mattress used on the top bed should not 
exceed 8” in height. 

 the ladder can be positioned on either the 
right side or left side of the front rail.

 the twin over full ladder terminates at the 
lower rail to better accommodate a trundle.

 This bunk meets or exceeds all standards set by 
the CPSC and aStM. 

Bunk Features

Storage Unit 10090
  75.5”l x 15.25”w x 10.75”h

trUndle 10560
  75.38”l x 40.38”w x 10.25”h

10051 HarPer t/t BUnK
83”l x 42.25”w x 68.75”h

Hanging traY 10535
  15”l x 10.25”w x 5”h

Bunk Accessories

10055 HarPer t/F BUnK
83”l x 56.5”w x 68.75”h

With its craftsman styling, 
substantial 3” square posts and 
standing 68.75” tall, the Harper 
Bunk offers a unique blend of 
strength and style. A robust cap 
board perched atop wide plank 
spindles and two robust bed posts, 
the Harper Bunk/Bed offers 
the option of one day creating 
two perfectly proportioned twin 
beds. The style, strength and 
design guarantee this bunk will 
be in you home for years.

Harper Bunk

www.ne-kids.com 11
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10520 5 DRAWER CHEST
47”l x 17.75”w x 46.5”h

Seven drawers: Three smaller drawers across the top, 
over four larger drawers in the case body.

european drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

 Finished drawer interiors: The drawer interiors are 
stained and finished to match the exterior finish.

 Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail joinery 
at the front and back of the drawer.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 dust proofing at the bottom of each case.

 For added strength, the case good backs are inset and 
screwed in place.

 anti-tip kit included for your child’s safety. 

 Full extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing 
Drawer guides.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze 
drawer pulls with a matte finish.

Features & Accessories
10500 7 draWer dreSSer
59.75”l x 17.75”w x 34”h

10510 Mirror
42”l x 1.5”w x 32”h

FULL EXTENSION, SIDE MOUNTED gUIDES

Inspired by American industrialization, a time 
when things were built with great care and 
intended to last for generations, the Highlands 
Collection cases feature clean lines, substantial 
posts, extra deep drawers and a beautiful driftwood 
finish enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM  
finishing process. Bench built from solid pine the 
Highlands Collection cases blend easily into any 
décor, able to take on a feature role or act as the 
perfect backdrop.

Dresser & Mirror
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10520 5 DRAWER CHEST
47”l x 17.75”w x 46.5”h

Five drawers: Two smaller drawers across the top over 
three larger drawers in the case body.

european drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

 Finished drawer interiors: The drawer interiors are 
stained and finished to match the exterior finish.

 Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail joinery 
at the front and back of the drawer.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 dust proofing at the bottom of each case.

 For added strength, the case good backs are inset and 
screwed in place.

 anti-tip kit included for your child’s safety. 

 Full extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing Drawer 
guides.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze drawer 
pulls with a matte finish.

Features & Accessories
5 draWer CHeSt 10520
  37”l x 17.75”w x 46.5”h

FULL EXTENSION, SIDE MOUNTED gUIDES

Inspired by American industrialization, a time 
when things were built with great care and 
intended to last for generations, the Highlands 
Collection cases feature clean lines, substantial 
posts, extra deep drawers and a beautiful driftwood 
finish enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM  
finishing process. Bench built from solid pine the 
Highlands Collection cases blend easily into any 
décor, able to take on a feature role or act as the 
perfect backdrop.

5 Drawer Chest

www.ne-kids.com 13



 Designed to be used on the side rail of the 
upper bed on the Harper Bunk.

 The top surface is coated to avoid moisture 
rings and to withstand common wear and tear.

 Usable surface area measures: 
13.5”l x 7.125”w

The perfect companion to the Harper Bunk, the 
Hanging Tray is an excellent solution for that needed 
space while in the upper bed.

10535 Hanging traY
15”l x 10.25”w x 5”h

FULL EXTENSION, SIDE MOUNTED gUIDES10520 5 DRAWER CHEST
47”l x 17.75”w x 46.5”h

Spacious cubby over a single drawer.

european drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

 Finished drawer interiors: The drawer interiors are 
stained and finished to match the exterior finish.

 Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail joinery 
at the front and back of the drawer.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 dust proofing at the bottom of each case.

 For added strength, the case good backs are inset and 
screwed in place.

 Full extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing Drawer 
guides.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze drawer 
pulls with a matte finish. (Hanging Tray not included)

Features & Accessories
10530 nigHtStand
24”l x 17.75”w x 24”h

Inspired by American industrialization, a time 
when things were built with great care and 
intended to last for generations, the Highlands 
Collection cases feature clean lines, substantial 
posts, extra deep drawers and a beautiful driftwood 
finish enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM  
finishing process. Bench built from solid pine the 
Highlands Collection cases blend easily into any 
décor, able to take on a feature role or act as the 
perfect backdrop.

Nightstand & Hanging Tray

HANgINg TRAYwww.ne-kids.com14



CORD MANAgEMENT

 A broad top 10.5 inches deep is the perfect 
height and depth for extra storage.

Standing 18” tall the hutch is separated into 
two compartments. 

The compartment on the left houses an 
adjustable shelf, and the compartment on 
the right is open and allows for maximum 
use of the top surface. 

 Cord management has been integrated into 
the larger compartment on the right.

10550 deSK HUtCH
48.75”l x 10.5”w x 18”h

 a large work area measuring 48.75”w x 23.75”d 
providing plenty of usable space.

european drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

 two drawers positioned at the left of the kneehole 
are perfectly sized for pens, pencils paper and other 
necessities. 

 Finished drawer interiors: The drawer interiors are 
stained and finished to match the exterior finish.

 Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail joinery 
at the front and back of the drawer.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 For added strength, the case good backs are inset and 
screwed in place.

 anti-tip kit included for your child’s safety. 

 Full extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing Drawer 
guides.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze drawer 
pulls with a matte finish.

Features & Accessories
10540 deSK
48.75”l x 23.75”w x 30”h

Inspired by American industrialization, a time 
when things were built with great care and 
intended to last for generations, the Highlands 
Collection cases feature clean lines, substantial 
posts, extra deep drawers and a beautiful driftwood 
finish enhanced by the DURA-BrushTM  
finishing process. Bench built from solid pine the 
Highlands Collection cases blend easily into any 
décor, able to take on a feature role or act as the 
perfect backdrop.

Desk & Hutch

10555 CHair
17.75”l x 19”w x 40.25”h

FULL EXTENSION, SIDE MOUNTED gUIDES

www.ne-kids.com 15



COMPARTMENTALIZED DRAWER

FULL EXTENSION, SIDE MOUNTED gUIDES

10520 5 DRAWER CHEST
47”l x 17.75”w x 46.5”h

european drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

 Finished drawer interiors: The drawer interiors are 
stained and finished to match the exterior finish.

 Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail joinery 
at the front and back of the drawer.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 dust proofing at the bottom of each case.

 For added strength, the case good backs are inset and 
screwed in place.

 Full extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing Drawer 
guides.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze drawer 
pulls with a matte finish. 

 The open cubby is perfect for storing kids footwear, 
hats or anything that needs to be organized, yet easy 
to spot.

The large drawer is divided down the center creating 
two equal left and right side compartments that 
are ideal for storing clothing such as socks or under 
garments and keeping them organized.

Features & Accessories
10570 dreSSing BenCH
39”l x 11.75”w x 18.5”h

Designed as the quintessential compliment to 
the Highlands collection footboards, kids will 
view the Dressing Bench as the perfect place to 
start and end their day and moms will love the 
storage and organization it provides.

Dressing Bench

www.ne-kids.com16



removable: Internal bag is easily removed to 
make life convenient for the laundry person in 
your home.

Fire retardant: Open slat design and fire 
retardant fabric bag.

 Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine.

 Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze 
handle with a matte finish.

Features & Accessories
10580 ClotHeS HaMPer
15.75”l x 13.75”w x 25.5”h

REMOVABLE FIRE RETARDANT BAg

Clothes Hamper
The Highlands Clothes Hamper is a great 
solution for parents looking to keep dirty clothes 
off the floor and in one place. It is a perfect 
match in style and finish with the collection, and 
as a result, can blend anywhere in the room. An 
internal bag allows parents and kids to easily lift 
dirty clothes and carry them to the laundry area. 
From the fire retardant black fabric bag to the 
open slatted design every precaution has been 
taken to ensure this is a safe, long lasting product.

www.ne-kids.com 17



The trundle is finished on all 4 sides to ensure a 
finished look from all angles.

A wooden slat system provides support for the 
mattress.

The trundle face is shaped on the top edge to 
provide convenient hand holds when accessing 
the sleeping surface.

Metal on metal barrel bolt construction adds 
strength and stability to the trundle.

Four durable in-line wheels allow the trundle to 
glide easily in and out from under the bed. 

Works with both the twin and full size Highland 
beds as well as the Harper Bunk.

Features & Accessories

Overnight guests will love the comfort of the 

Highlands Trundle and Moms will love the 

finished look of the decorative front panel.

Trundle

10560 trUndle
75.38”l x 40.38”w x 10.25”h

www.ne-kids.com18



The Storage Unit features two large storage drawers 
and an extra large cubby.  The two large storage 
drawers are 6.5” deep.

The extra large cubby can be added to either end of 
the two drawer unit. This important feature allows 
the cubby to be positioned at the head of the bed 
regardless of what side the storage unit is placed.

The cubby is intended to be positioned at the head 
of the bed on both the twin and full size Highlands 
Beds or behind the ladder on the Harper Bunk. The 
advantage of having a cubby as opposed to a drawer 
is that the cubby makes this space accessible and 
therefore extremely useful.

European drawer interior: The drawer sides and back 
are as tall as the drawer face.

Four piece drawer boxes with English Dovetail 
joinery at the front and back of the drawer.

Full Extension, Side-Mounted, Ball Bearing Drawer 
guides.

Outfitted with 5” solid iron oil rubbed bronze drawer 
pulls with a matte finish.

Bench built using kiln dried SOLID Pine. 

Features & Accessories

The Highlands Storage Unit not only looks 
great under the beds and bunk, but it is also 
extremely functional. Knowing how much 
stuff kids accumulate, the tremendous storage 
and organization of the Storage Unit makes 
this item a must have.

10090 Storage Unit
75.5”l x 15.25”w x 10.75”h

Storage Unit

www.ne-kids.com 19
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